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Mesorah: The Authenticity of the Torah Scroll 

By Ehav Eliyahu Ever 

 
 
The following paper will deal with the issue of the reliability of the Torah scroll and whether or 
not the text and the process of transmission can be considered reliable from the time the Torah 
was given to Mosheh to the present. It must be stated that this paper will deal this topic from a 
purely historical perspective in the same way that historians treat the analysis of factual 
convergences. 
 
It is important to note that this paper takes into account the reality that any being that has the 
ability to create a universe and galaxies also has the ability to dictate rules for insuring a text is 
properly preserved throughout the generations. Further, this paper will mainly be concerned 
with officially used Torah scrolls meaning any Torah scroll that can be publically read in a minyan 
of 10 or Jewish men.1  

                                                           
1 Mishnah Torah Hilchoth Tefillin, Mezuzoth, and Sefer Torah 1:12; chapters 7, 8, and 13. 
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Scrolls which cannot not be used officially or codices are only presented as supports to the text 
found in officially used Torah scrolls. Lastly, a part of this paper will involve a discussion I once 
had on the topic from a historical perspective. 
 
 
The 3 Mesorah’s of Am Yisrael 
 
In a previous papers on the subject of Har Sinai I covered the various histories and traditions 

concerning the composition of the written text of the Torah - from Har Sinai to the present. For 

this subject matter to be clear I will restate those point for the sake of clarity: 

1. Mesorah #1: The Torah that was and is – This view is best summed up by 

Ribbi Shimon, Rabbi Mosheh ben Maimon’s works, the introduction of the Ramban’s 

commentary on the Torah, Rashi, and others. These sources state that Hashem dictated 

the entire written Torah to Mosheh, initially in pieces over a period of 40 years. Prior to 

Mosheh’s death, he compiled all the pieces together, either from actual written texts 

he made based on Hashem’s instructions or from the oral teachings Hashem gave 

him before his death, and then transcribed 12 other copies which he entrusted to the 

leaders of each tribe. The structure of the Torah was a part of Hashem’s instructions 

and it serves to both instruct the simple of Am Yisrael as well as the more complex 

in a language that both can understand. All of these views agree that the Torah as we 

have it today is the product of the interaction between Hashem and Mosheh during 

the 40 year period from Har Sinai to the Yarden. These groups further agree that the 

process of transcription and transmission of the text was established by Hashem to 

Mosheh and passed down from generation to generation by numerous scholars and 

laymen. 

2. Mesorah #2: The Torah was written by Hashem - According the late Samaritan 

High Priest Yaakob ben Aharon, circa 1913, the Torah was revealed in one 

roll/scroll by Hashem to Mosheh. It was written in the handwriting of Hashem, 

in characters that were well known, containing all the verses, divisions, commands, 

prohibitions, explanations  and  other  knowledge  from  the  very  beginning  to  the  

end.  This was according to what the most learned Samaritan high priest Hasam 

Assoory of Tyrus had written in his book, known as the book of "Tabach." 

3. Mesorah #3: Torath Moshe until Mosheh’s death – This view is best summed up 

by Ribbi Yehudah and some believe it may have been Ibn Ezra's belief, although he 

only cryptically wrote about it. This position posits that everything, except for the 

description of Mosheh’s death, was transcribed by Mosheh. The events about his death 
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were the work of either Yehoshua bin Nun or the Sanhedrin that stood at the time 

Mosheh died. It must be noted that Ibn Ezra did not base his commentaries on an 

ancient mesorah he received, but instead his analysis of the language of the Torah. 

These three Mesorahs are derived from members of Israeli/Jewish communities with a proven 

connection the ancient Israelis described in said texts. Using these three mesorahs as a basis an 

analysis can made to the historical authenticity of the core claims, that is that the Torah has 

accurately preserved from the genesis of the nation of Israel, at Har Sinai, to the present.  

 

 

Fig. 1 – First transmission from Mosheh to the generation that entered the Land of Israel 
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Further to the above point, Gil Student in his paper concerning the accuracy of the Torah writes: 

At the end of his life, Moshe wrote thirteen Torahs - one for each of the twelve tribes and 

one for the priests to keep in the ark (Devarim Rabbah 9:9; Deut. 31:9, 24-26). The Torah 

only specifies the priestly scroll, but that might be due to the importance this text would 

play in history. The priests safeguarded this Torah and brought it to the Temple when it 

was built. Sefer Tagi (introduction in Torah Shelemah vol. 29 p. 87), an ancient work on 

the letters of the Torah, tells us that Eli the priest (of 1 Samuel) wrote a book with details 

of the Torah's script based on another of Moshe's writings. This, too, was kept in the 

Temple……Thus, Moshe's Torah scroll was kept in the Temple as a reference. Due to the 

antiquity and historical importance of this scroll, there were probably other copies of it 

that were kept in the Temple for everyday use. This would minimize the wear-and-tear 

on the important Torah of Moshe. Whenever a Torah scroll was written, it would be 

written based on these codices to guaranty the accuracy of its text. This ensured the 

integrity of the Torah through much of the Temple period.2 

What this means is that the measure of the accuracy of the Torah as we have it today lies in 

establishing when the first process or standardization of the text took place. By answering how 

each ancient Jewish community received their texts and analyzing their differences one can see 

whether or not the process mentioned above can be relegated to an ancient period or a more 

modern one. 

 

Validation of the Mesorah 

Modern Torah scrolls used in an official capacity when compared between the most ancient 

Jewish communities scattered across the globe are more than 99% the same. As many scholars 

have noted the differences do not change the pronunciation or the meaning of the texts.3 The 

separation of said ancient communities were to locations such as Iraq, Syria, Yemen, North Africa, 

Italy, China, etc. are about 2,500 years old, starting just before the dispersion of the northern 

Israeli tribes by the Assyrians and the destruction of the 1st Temple in Jerusalem by the 

Babylonians and continuing to the dispersion caused by the Jewish revolts against Roman rule of 

the land of Israel.  

While some communities were able to maintain levels of regular communication, regular 

meaning with the means available during any given time period, there are some communities 

that had a long history of limited to no communication until more modern times, ~ the last 1,000 

                                                           
2 On the Text of the Torah, Transmission of the Torah, http://www.aishdas.org/toratemet/en_text.html 
3 That is while ignoring the 6,000 differences between the Jewish Torah texts and the Samaritan Torah text. 

http://www.aishdas.org/toratemet/en_text.html
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years. This means that in many situations was no transmission or transfer of Torah scrolls 

between these communities for that period of time. 

So that being said, the common source text of modern Torah scrolls between said groups can be 

traced back for about 2,500 since a change in the text in one community would have never reached 

a far flung community from the time after the separation/dispersion. In addition, even if a Torah 

text was sent from one local to another the sheer effort of deciding on changes and then actually 

sending the text on a long arduous journey to a place where there is no guarantee that the text 

would even be accepted. 

Further, in order for the texts to resemble each other with such a high level of accuracy all groups 

would have had to have the same, or similar, directives for transcribing the Torah received prior 

to the separation. One of the central historical threads common amongst ancient communities is 

the claim that rules of copying/transcribing the Torah, the mesorah, were dictated by Hashem to 

Mosheh while transcribed the content of the Torah.  

Some would say that the level uniformity that exists between dispersed Jewish communities 

Torah texts is nothing short of a “miracle.” Yet, since human beings were the source of the 

transmission after Mosheh then it isn’t a miracle as much as it is that there were enough people 

who received and followed the directives so that even when separated there were enough checks 

and balances in place to keep the text accurate. 

 

Fig. 2 – Examples of oldest Torah scrolls from Israeli/Jewish Communities 
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Separating ourselves from whether the Source of Creation can dictate a text to a human being, 

the level accuracy of the text forces us to deal with one logical reality. In order for the 

commonality to exist a historical singularity would be required from which the 1st set of rules 

were derived, received, and put in place. Otherwise one would find huge variations in textual 

content, order, and length since no one would have a reason to follow any particular pattern. To 

further drive home this point lets analyze what is common amongst the three major divisions of 

historical Har Sinai ancestry that exists today, that is the transcription/production rules of  Torath 

Mosheh Israelis/Jews, Samaritan, and Karaite). 

1) Gewil is preferred method of Torah material from kosher animal hides. 

2) Ink is made of a strong black dye mixture. 

3) 5 sections of the scroll in the following order: Beresheeth, Shemoth, Wayiqra (Vayiqra), 

Bemidbar, and Devarim. 

4) Scrolls are written without vowel marks or punctuation marks. 

Focusing on the additional rules found amongst the largest of the three, Torath Mosheh 

Israeli/Jewish communities.  

1) When Gewil is not used Klaf method of parchment from kosher animal hides. 

2) Total of 304,805 letters (or approximately 79,000 words). 

3) A Torah Scroll is disqualified if even a single letter is added. 

4) A Torah Scroll is disqualified if even a single letter is deleted. 

5) The scribe must be a learned, Torah observant Jew, who has undergone special training 

and certification. 

6) All materials (parchment, ink, wooden stick for writing, or quill) must conform to strict 

specifications, and be prepared specifically for the purpose of writing a Torah Scroll. 

7) The scribe may not write even one letter into a Torah Scroll by heart. Rather, he must have 

a second, kosher scroll opened before him at all times. 

8) The scribe must pronounce every word out loud before copying it from the correct text. 

9) Every letter must have sufficient open space surrounding it. If one letter touched another 

in any spot, it invalidates the entire scroll. 

10) If a single letter was so marred that it cannot be read at all, or resembles another letter 

(whether the defect is in the writing, or is due to a hole, tear or smudge), this invalidates 

the entire scroll. Each letter must be sufficiently legible so that even an ordinary 

schoolchild could distinguish it from other, similar letters. 

11) The scribe must put precise space between words, so that one word will not look like two 

words, or two words look like one word. 

12) The scribe must not alter the design of the sections, and must conform to particular line-

lengths and paragraph configurations. 
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13) A Torah Scroll in which any mistake has been found, cannot be used, and must be fixed 

within 30 days, or buried.4 

 

Fig. 3 – Sofer/Scribe checking his work in transcribing the Torah 

These rules have been documented in the above listed communities for more than 2,000 years 

with each claiming the source of said rules came from Hashem by way of Mosheh. In contrast, 

Torah scrolls which are officially used see more use amongst the common Jewish person than 

most ancient scrolls found in non-Jewish cultures.5 

During the course of a week, select sections in order of the text of an official Torah scroll are read 

from in a synagogue 3 times; short Torah readings on Monday and Thursday (established during 

the time of Ezra) and full Torah reading on the Shabbat Shahrith service (established by Mosheh) 

with another short reading during the Shabbat Minchah service for a total of 208 readings/usage 

each year. At the beginning of each month there are special readings which adds 12 to 13 more 

readings, depending on the year. In addition, on the Haggim, Purim, Hanukha, and Fast days 

there are an additional 33 readings. Within each year the entire Torah scroll is read through, from 

start to finish, with the cycle starting all over again during the next year.  

During each reading the participants in the service are both listening and reading along with their 

own hand-held texts serving as a back up to the reading. To assist with the reading one or two 

individuals standing next to the reader; one experienced member (Baal Qoreh) reading from the 

scroll and at times a second reading from a hand-held text nearby.  

In all Yemenite synagogues, and even some Askenazi and Sephardic synagogues, all those called 

to the Torah who are able read for themselves and any mistakes in the reading are corrected 

immediately before the reader can go on. For Monday and Tuesday readings, three readers are 

called to the Torah and on the Shabbat reading seven readers are called to the Torah - on Haggim, 

between five and six can be called up. It is within this process that if the source of a mistake of 

                                                           
4 http://www.aish.com/h/sh/tat/48969731.html 
5 In many ancient cultures only the scholarly elite or priests had access to texts which were considered to be of an 
official nature. 
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the reading is found to be due to the scroll, the before mentioned protocol of checking the scroll, 

on the spot is performed, and then immediately removing it while replacing it with another 

official scroll takes place. Even if the scroll is found to not be at fault, if a question arises the 

reading does not proceed until the issue is resolved. 

This is a process that can be found in ancient Jewish communities and Orthodox Jewish 

communities all over the world. It is a meticulous process that Jews who keep Torah see in action 

often and regularly with so much meticulousness that one would fear trying to change even the 

minutest aspect of the text or the reading. Also given the historically large numbers of Jews who 

have known enough Hebrew to read from a Torah scroll there are numerous safeguards in place 

to protect both the correct text as well as the correct reading of it. 

Yet, this brings me to the detractors I have discussed these matters with since they all seem to 

follow the same script, so to speak. In virtually every discussion I have had with such people 

there are several question that they have never been able to answer for me from a purely historical 

basis. 

1) Who created the rules of transmission that all ancient Jewish communities have been 

following for the last 2,300+ years? (Specific name)  

2) When did they do it?  

3) How did they “historically” convince all ancient Jewish communities to follow their 

directives without deviation?  

4) How did they convince every stream of ancient Jews that the text was from Mosheh, and 

not from a later time frame? 

5) When in history has something similar been done on a textual level with all members 

accepted said text as their official national/cultural history? 

 

Fig. 4 – Modern lamination process of a Gewil Torah scroll to preserve it 
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As mentioned before, Torah scrolls which have official status between ancient Jewish 

communities are more than 99.9% the same. The interesting aspect of this is that the differences 

do not change the pronunciation or the meaning. I.e. reviewing each text in comparison leads to 

the same type of reading.  
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Fig. 5 – Difference between Torah Scrolls6 

In order to test out how and when these differences developed all one has to do is perform a 

historical analysis of the earliest currently known text found in various regions. A prime example 

of this is the recent discovery of an ancient European (Askenazi) Torah scroll which matches the 

standard Yemenite Torah scrolls. 

A complete, 13th century (circa 1270) Ashkenazi Torah scroll, one of the oldest in the 

world, was discovered in the US about six months ago and sold at auction by Sotheby’s 

in New York on December 22, now resolved an old controversy over the correct spelling 

of a word in Deuteronomy 23:2, Matzav Haruach reported. The common [Askenazi and 

Sephardic] tradition regarding the verse, “No one who has been emasculated by crushing 

or cutting may enter the assembly of Hashem,” holds that the Hebrew word (דכה) for 

crushed testicles, is spelled with the letter (ה) in the end, while the Yeminte Torahs and 

the Torah text approved by the “alter Rebbe,” Rabbi Shneur Zalman of Liadi, founder of 

the Chabad movement, spell it with the letter (א) in the end. And so does this 750-year-

old manuscript….. And so, the scholars have been able to discern that in addition to the 

distinctive thirteenth-century Ashkenazic square script, the present scroll includes many 

features, which attest to its extremely early date and its specifically Ashkenazic character. 

It is one of, if not the earliest, complete Ashkenazic Torah Scrolls written in the thirteenth 

century. When paired with the latest available scientific methods of multispectral imaging 

and comparative analysis of both the text and layout of the scroll, this Sefer Torah 

provides the earliest and best baseline reference with which to compare all later examples 

of Torah Scrolls written according to Ashkenazic tradition over the next eight centuries. 7 

                                                           
  http://www.nifla-ot.co.il/articles/212.htm - מסורת תימן בכתיבת ספרי-תורה  6
7 Oldest Torah Scroll Proves Yemenite, Chabad Versions Right, The Jewish Press, By JNi.Media, Published: February 
13th, 2016 

http://www.nifla-ot.co.il/articles/212.htm
http://www.nifla-ot.co.il/articles/212.htm
http://www.jewishpress.com/news/oldest-torah-scroll-proves-yemenite-chabad-versions-right/2016/02/13/
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Fig. 5 - 13th century (circa 1270) Ashkenazi Torah scroll 

As mentioned before, the dispersion and separation of said ancient Jewish communities into areas 

such as Arabia, North Africa, Asia, Italy, Syria, Iraq, etc. are about 2,000 years for some 

communities and 2,500 years old for a few others. In many cases, there was no transmission or 

transfer of Torah scrolls between these communities for that entire period of time. Further, even 

in cases where a transmission was possible many communities preferred their own local text and 

would have never discarded what they had in exchange.8 At most, a Torah scroll with some 

significant value that originated in another community would have served as an addition to a 

community’s library but it is highly doubtful that a foreign scroll would have replaced their 

scrolls already in use. 

So that being said, a change in the text in one part of the Jewish world would have never reached 

a far flung community from the time the separation started. This would also mean that all groups 

were following similar directives prior to their separation for transcribing Torah Scrolls used in 

official capacities. All of these ancient communities claim those rules of copying/transcribing 

came from Moses, which Hashem gave him, at Mount Sinai. There also exists no historical group 

from ancient times claiming otherwise or contradicting these claims. 

If using this method the text is accurate, then it would require a historical singularity, from which 

the rules were derived, received, and started to be practiced. Otherwise one would find huge 

variations in texts since no one would have had a reason to transcribe the same information as 

someone they never met before.  

                                                           
8 See the following translation from Even Sapir of R. Yaakov Sapir where he describes reaction to reviewing the 
differences between Yemenite Torah texts and those of European Jewish communities. 
http://www.chayas.com/gevil/orthogofyemen.htm  

http://www.chayas.com/gevil/orthogofyemen.htm
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Digging Deeper Into the Textual Variety – Q&A 

A commenter wrote: Strictly speaking, the oldest scrolls we have are the Leningrad Codex and 

the Dead Sea Scrolls.  We don’t have any of the originals that Masoretes used. We know that the 

text is 98% clean from their time.  We don’t know that it represents what Moses said.  We have 

no scientific proof that Moses even existed.  What we have is a shared text and set of practices 

that have defined a people. 

Ehav Ever's Response: Actually, the Leningrad Codex is not a scroll; it is a book. The word codex 

means book. The Leningrad Codex also has vowels which means it was never used "officially" in 

the way a Torah scroll is. It is also not the oldest Codex of Torah. It is the oldest complete 

manuscript of the “Tanakh.” Further, it was copied from a text in Cairo that predated it. 

The Aleppo Codex is actually older than the Leningrad Codex and was transcribed in Jerusalem 

and later moved to Syria. The Aleppo Codex is missing a number of sections, yet the missing 

sections of the Aleppo Codex were several times cataloged when it was complete by various 

scholars who made notes of the sections which are now missing. Modern scholars agree that the 

Yemenite Jewish Torah texts are the same as what the missing sections of the Aleppo Codex were. 

Similar to the Leningrad Codex the Aleppo Codex was also copied from a text that predated it.   

The source text for the Leningrad Codex’s “Torah section” and the source text for the Aleppo 

Codex’s “Torah section” were obviously not the same, since they were transcribed at different 

dates in completely different locations. Yet, based on the similarities between both codex’s the 

Torah sources they were transcribed from were 99% the same with no differences in meaning or 

pronunciation. Even with a rough estimate one can claim that the authors of the source text for 

both had no contact with each for about 1,100 years which when one follows through means that 

the source of both texts can be traced prior to the Geonic period. The majority of Yemenite Torah 

text scribes had no contact with the base Torah source text used by the scribe of the Aleppo Codex 

text for more than 2,300 years. 

Of additional note is MS Ashkar-Gilson fragments: 

New analysis of a previously known scrap of a Biblical text provides fascinating insight 

into the formation of the Hebrew Bible. Known as the Ashkar-Gilson Hebrew Manuscript 

#2, the text is a remnant of a Torah scroll from the seventh or eighth century C.E. and 

contains a crucial section of the Book of Exodus. 

Although the fragment came to light more than three decades ago, it was disregarded by 

scholars and remained unpublished. But a recent analysis shows that this damaged sheet 

fills a gap in our knowledge regarding the transmission of the Biblical text. 
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The Masoretic copyists transmitted the Song of the Sea with utmost care. Apparently they 

were aware of its unique quality. They copied it in a special symmetric layout that 

resembles brickwork, with two blank spaces in the even lines and one blank space in the 

odd lines. This arrangement was chosen not only for its beauty but also for its meaning, 

with each of the spaces marking the end of a colon (a small poetic unit that must be sung 

in one breathe). The importance of this brickwork layout is reflected in the fact that it is 

reproduced in every Torah scroll used in synagogues today. 

Found in Beirut, Lebanon, by Fuad Ashkar and Albert Gilson in 1972, the Ashkar-Gilson 

Manuscript might have originated in the Cairo Genizah. However, since Ashkar and 

Gilson purchased the manuscript from an antiquities dealer, the provenance of the piece 

is not certain. Ashkar and Gilson donated the manuscript to Duke University. Since 2007 

Duke has lent the piece to the Israel Museum, Jerusalem, where it is currently stored in 

the Shrine of the Book.9 

 

Fig. 6 – MS Askhar-Gilson fragments of Shir HaYam - Shemoth - 7th-8th century CE 

                                                           
9 http://cojs.org/ashkar-gilson-hebrew-manuscript-7th-8th-century-ce/ 
 

http://cojs.org/ashkar-gilson-hebrew-manuscript-7th-8th-century-ce/
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Concerning the structure of the text: 

“In May 2007, on the eve of the Jewish festival of Shavuot (Pentecost), a rare fragment of 
an ancient Torah scroll was placed on display at the Shrine of the Book in The Israel 
Museum, Jerusalem. Known as MS AshkarGilson No. 2 (hereafter MS Ashkar; figs. 2a–c, 
4), the manuscript contains a passage from the book of Exodus (13:19–16:1) that includes 
the “Song of the Sea.” When visiting the exhibit, Dr. Mordechay Mishor, a member of the 
Academy of the Hebrew Language, was struck by the similarity between MS Ashkar and 
another manuscript, formerly known as MS London, Jews’ College 31 (hereafter MS 
London; figs. 1, 3), also a fragment of a Torah scroll containing a text from Exodus (9:18–
13:2). Suggesting that the two might be parts of the same original scroll, Mishor turned to 
Dr. Edna Engel of the Hebrew Palaeography Project at the Israel Academy of Sciences and 
Humanities for paleographic verification. Engel’s preliminary paleographic examination 
revealed a perfect match between the manuscripts.  

The scroll was a well-known literary format in ancient Jewish tradition. Much has been 
written about its antiquity as well as the shift from scroll to codex, the forerunner of the 
modern bound volume. This transition took place among non-Jewish cultures in the early 
centuries of the Common Era, but was delayed somewhat in the Jewish world. In fact, we 
find no reference in Jewish literature to the writing of codices before the end of the eighth 
century. Ancient scrolls were written on gvil – pieces of animal skin that are thicker than 
parchment and written on only the hairy side. Jewish religious sources reveal a preference 
for the use of gvil for Torah scrolls, but do not prohibit the use of parchment instead. 

Although the MS London-Ashkar scroll is written on gvil, it does not necessarily mean 
that it was used in the synagogue. The scroll format continued to be used for various kinds 
of texts until the early Middle Ages, though it remains obligatory for liturgical use in the 
synagogue until today. The scribal tradition of Torah scrolls supports the idea that MS 
London-Ashkar was intended for liturgical use.  

Like the Torah scroll, this manuscript was written in an elegant hand by a skilled 
professional scribe who complied with a uniform tradition of complex rules and detailed 
textual prescriptions that has been observed meticulously in every region of the Jewish 
Diaspora. MS London-Ashkar complies with the halakhic guidelines – horizontal rules 
mark the lines and vertical rules indicate the margins. Both are aligned with “pricking 
marks” on either side of the sheet. According to Tractate Soferim I 1:15, “If he wrote on a 
sheet that was not ruled, the scroll is invalid.” The format of the Song of the Sea and the 
verses before and after it complies with the guidelines in Tractate Soferim and the 
Masorah.”10 

                                                           
10 http://www.imj.org.il/journal/images/Ancient%20Scroll.pdf 
 

http://www.imj.org.il/journal/images/Ancient%20Scroll.pdf
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Fig. 7 – Section of MS London Fragment, Gewil, Shemoth – 7th to 8th CE 
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Fig. 7 – MS Askhar-Gilson fragments of Shir HaYam - Shemoth - 7th-8th century CE 
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Fig. 8 – MS Askhar-Gilson fragment of Devarim (Deut.) 

 

Fig. 9 – Ancient and Modern Torah texts pointing towards a common source text 
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1. Fragments of Torah texts from the Dead Sea often date to about 2,200 years ago. They are 

about 98% to 99% the same with the oldest Torah scrolls from Yemen, Iraq, Morocco, etc. 

At most the differences are like “honor” vs. “honour." 

2. MS London, Jews’ College 31 and MS Askhar-Gilson 7th to 8th CE matches Torah scrolls 

transcribed according to halakhic rules observed by most ancient Jewish communities. 

3. The oldest complete Torah scroll that currently exists is found at the University Bologna, 

Italy. Carbon dating has placed it at 1155 and 1225 CE.11 

4. Torah scroll fragments Tajjim (Humashim) from Yemen ~9th to 10th century CE. (The 

earliest claim of the presence of Jews in Yemen is from about 2,500+ years ago.) 

5. Later complete older Torah scrolls that still exist from Yemen are about 600 to 800 years 

old. 

6. There are several complete Iraqi Torah scrolls that date from about 400 to 500 years ago. 

7. The Leningrad Codex was copied in Cairo is dated around 1009 CE. 

8. The Aleppo Codex is often placed ~929 CE, originally transcribed in Jerusalem and moved 

to Syria. 

9. Torah scrolls from the Kaifeng, China Jewish community are from the 16th to 17th centuries 

CE with no sign of contact outside of China for the source text.12  

10. The Samaritans have Torah scrolls which are dated from about 1441 CE. They possess 

another called the Abisha Scroll which they claim is almost 3,000 years old, scholars 

dispute this though based on visual inspection since the Samaritans don’t allowed 

unsupervised contact with the text, but sections of it are shown to be very old. 13 

This means that the texts that currently exist were copied from earlier texts that at the time of the 

transcription were themselves several hundred or more years old.  

We can conclude from this that even without an original text from the time of Mosheh the process 

of transcription of the text predates even the oldest Dead Sea scroll fragments. Otherwise, each 

group would have vast differences in texts, I would expect 50% or less uniformity because of a 

lack of collective oversight. This is why having originals of any text isn’t necessary given that an 

analysis using the right historical singularities and processes has taken place. 

Nothing like 99% uniformity can be achieved without a standard process that everyone was 

committed to following no matter where in the world they were and no matter how isolated they 

were from other similar groups. The standard would have had to been established during the last 

time when all groups were in the exact same location for a long period of time. I don’t see this as 

                                                           
11 Carbon Dating Confirms World's Oldest Torah Scroll: A scroll at the University of Bologna is shown to be 800 
years old, By Diane Cole, for National Geographic, PUBLISHED MAY 31, 2013 
12 Kaifeng Torah, On-line Gallery Sacred Texts, The British Library 
13 Alan D. Crown, “The Abisha Scroll—3,000 Years Old?” Bible Review 7, 5 (1991), Nablus (Shechem)Does the 
Samaritan community in Nablus have a Torah Scroll written by Aaron’s great-grandson? 

http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2013/05/130530-worlds-oldest-torah-scroll-bible-bologna-carbon-dating/
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2013/05/130530-worlds-oldest-torah-scroll-bible-bologna-carbon-dating/
http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/sacredtexts/kaifengtorah.html
http://cojs.org/alan-d-crown-abisha-scroll/
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a miracle because the process is completely human and completely obtainable without 

spirituality being a part of it.  

 

Fig. 6 – The process of transcribing a kosher Torah scroll – a snapshot of various communities 

Lastly, scientific evidence isn’t the basis of how one determines if someone exited or not. 

Generally speaking that is a matter of whether or not historical facts and a mass/numerous 

firsthand accounts can attribute to said existence. Even then, the minute that eyewitness die 

anyone’s existence can disputed. One can say that there is no scientific evidence for anyone’s 

existence prior to about 160 years ago. Especially when the question comes up of who the person 

actually was. I can make a case that Napoleon didn’t exist or George Washington. 

 

Comparisons in Modern Western Culture 

A commenter wrote: If that is so, then I see Sinai like modern Americans see Thanksgiving. We 

celebrate the event even knowing that the actual history was different than what we get in grade 

school. The idea of Exodus and Sinai bound the Israelite tribes together. I would never tear apart 

for the sake of history. I can hold two separate truths in my head. 

Ehav Ever’s Response: I am not sure I can see any similarity between Thanksgiving and the claim 

of the giving of the Torah at Mount Sinai for the following reasons. 

1. The vast majority of Americans do not claim ancestry from the originals settlers and thus 

more than 99% Americans no ancestral claim to the story or whatever the real events were. 

No matter how many generations intermarry in America the majority will never have the 
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ancestry of the original settlers; i.e. the source of either the legendary or historical events. 

On the other hand, the vast majority of Jews, in one form or another, claim direct ancestry 

from those who claimed to have been eye witnesses. Even people who convert, in for 

example traditional/Orthodox communities, eventually marry with those who have said 

ancestral claim. So over time future generations are still with the majority have the 

ancestral claim of the Torah being given at Mount Sinai by Hashem directly. 

2. From what I remember when I lived in the US the vast majority of Americans don’t even 

celebrate Thanksgiving with a connection to the origin of the practice. Most Americans 

get the days off from work and a culture of traveling to family developed during those 

dates, especially given that they have no real religious nature about them. Even secular 

Jews who celebrate Passover do so in a way that is familiar even with 

traditional/Orthodox Jews. In fact, even with a separation of more than 2,000 in many 

cases Jewish communities worldwide were do the same thing for the same reasons on the 

Haggim and all of the Haggim reference the giving of the Torah at Mount Sinai directly. 

3. In terms of education about Thanksgiving, I remember every American education system 

and every individual teacher had their own methods of teaching about the first settlers of 

America. When I learned in history classes in the states there wasn’t a lot of focus on the 

legendary aspects of Thanksgiving, and very little was done from a historical perspective 

also. Most of it was based on the pop culture elements of Thanksgiving since it was an 

upcoming vacation. There were further no historical directives on how to teach or even 

what people should do on Thanksgiving. Yet, in terms of the Mount Sinai experience 

every re-enactment of it was detailed more than 2,000 years ago and all Jewish, Karaites, 

and Samaritan communities even with all of their differences have basically the same 

format even if they disagree on some major elements about dates and such. 

4. Lastly, since the facts about the original Thanksgiving are doubtful and distant from most 

Americans information about it has been pretty much excised from the practice of 

Thanksgiving of most Americans. In fact, American Christians from what I remember spin 

it into a Christian religious thing with very little relation to Pilgrims. 

If it was known to unquestionably to not have happened it would make more sense to completely 

relegate it to fictional story telling instead of the direct statements found in most Haggada, even 

in secular ones. For example, since I have been living in Israel I have seen lots of archeological 

evidence of it happening, and also the modern Egyptians claim that it happened. A group of 

Egyptian lawyers recently tried  to form a lawsuit against Israel to the UN claiming they want us 

to return the gold that ancestors left Egypt with the during the exodus.  

Yet, in such a topsy turvy region such as the Middle East and if no such evidence exists I would 

have to treat it like I would if I found out that the instructional manual for my car had some 

incorrect information it. I would remove those pages and not use them because they have no use. 
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Conclusion 

 ד פרק דברים
, לבניך והודעתם; חייך ימי, כל, מלבבך יסורו-ופן עיניך ראו-אשר הדברים-את תשכח-פן, מאד נפשך ושמר לך השמר רק ט

 אשר:  דברי-את ואשמעם, העם-את לי-הקהל אלי יהוה באמר, בחרב אלהיך יהוה לפני עמדת אשר, יום י.  בניך ולבני
 בער וההר; ההר תחת, ותעמדון ותקרבון יא .וןילמד, בניהם-ואת, האדמה-על חיים הם אשר הימים-כל, אתי ליראה ילמדון

 ראים אינכם ותמונה, שמעים אתם דברים קול:  האש מתוך, אליכם יהוה וידבר יב.  וערפל ענן, חשך--השמים לב-עד, באש
 צוה ואתי יד.  אבנים לחות שני-על, ויכתבם; הדברים, עשרת--לעשות אתכם צוה אשר, בריתו-את לכם ויגד יג. קול זולתי
 ונשמרתם טו.  לרשתה שמה עברים אתם אשר, בארץ--אתם לעשתכם: ומשפטים חקים, אתכם ללמד, ההוא בעת, יהוה
 14.האש מתוך, בחרב אליכם יהוה דבר ביום, תמונה-כל, ראיתם לא כי:  לנפשתיכם, מאד

 
The above Torah portion of Devarim 4:9-15 summarizes the point of this paper wonderfully since 
it describes how the critical elements that this paper presents. The people of Israel who received 
the Torah were given distinct instructions for the preservation of the text based on the reality that 
they had experienced the event singularity themselves that created the nation and the text of the 
Torah.  
 
It not only that one can’t fake a national revelation, it is also that one can’t fake national revelation 
and a transmission process amongst a dispersed population with a high level of uniformity. The 
reason is because historical events either happened or they didn’t. A person’s ancestors were 
either at a location or they weren’t. If something did not take place historically then something 
did in its place. Those are the facts of the matter without relying on faith, religion, or belief. 
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14 http://www.mechon-mamre.org/i/t/x/x0504.htm  
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